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27 Feathertop Circuit, Zuccoli, NT 0832

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 359 m2 Type: House

Troy Sheehan

0487884430

https://realsearch.com.au/27-feathertop-circuit-zuccoli-nt-0832
https://realsearch.com.au/troy-sheehan-real-estate-agent-from-call2view-real-estate-palmerston


$572,000

Introducing 27 Feathertop Circuit, Zuccoli - a haven of modern living nestled in a sought-after locale.Step inside this

meticulously crafted residence and discover a sanctuary designed for comfort and convenience.The Master Suite features

a walk-in robe, ensuite with glass screened shower and vanity, and sliding door access to your back verandah. Bedrooms

2-4 are thoughtfully appointed with split system A/C and built-in robes, ensuring each member of the household has their

own space to unwind.The galley style kitchen lies at the heart of the home, overlooking the inviting sitting area and dining

room. With a breakfast bar, gas cooktop, built-in oven, and range-hood, culinary delights are easily

achieved.Entertainment spaces abound with both the dining room and sitting area featuring their own A/C, creating

inviting areas for gatherings and relaxation.Adjacent to the kitchen, the butler's pantry provides ample storage and

preparation space, complete with a second sink for added convenience.Additional features include a media room with A/C

- offering versatility as a fifth bedroom or home office - and a garage equipped for one vehicle with room for storage or

work benches.Outside, a verandah provides a serene retreat, while the edged garden beds are freshly mulched with

hedge-style plants growing, offering you privacy and room for pets and kids to play. Zuccoli is so sought after due to the

modern style of homes along with more parks and walking trails than just about anywhere else in Darwin or Palmerston.

Theres always somewhere to walk the dog, enjoy a sunset stroll or park to take the kids.• Master bedroom with walk in

robe, ensuite and sliding door access to verandah• Ensuite has glass screened shower and vanity• Bedrooms 2-4 all

include split system A/C and built in robes• Galley style kitchen at the heart of the home overlooks sitting area and dining

room• Dining room and sitting area each have their own A/C• Breakfast bar hosts a twin basin sink and dishwasher• Gas

cooktop, built in over and range-hood• Spacious fridge alcove leads to the butler's pantry boasting plenty of shelving, a

prep area and 2nd sink• Internal laundry with access to the side of the home• Main bathroom has a separate shower and

bathtub for relaxing in• Separate W/C near main bathroom• Media room with A/C - ideal setup could easily be converted

into a 5th bedroom or home office• Garage is setup for one vehicle with room for plenty of storage or work benches, fans

and extra lighting added• Verandah sits nicely at the back of the home sheltered from the afternoon sun• Edged garden

freshly mulched with hedge style plants growing for even more privacy• Good Neighbour Fencing installed and fully

coded• Concreted areas to either side of the home for storage and easy maintenance• Beautiful weeping willow at the

front of the home provides street appeal and privacy• Quiet circuit in sought after Zuccoli suburb


